RETRIEVABLE PACK-OFF BUSHING (RPOB)
UNIT 120

The TechWest Retrievable Pack-Off Bushing (RPOB) is used to pack off and maintain a high-pressure seal inside the SSR receptacle for cementing and circulating operations. The RPOB is normally installed into the top of the Liner Lap Packer and is retrieved when setting equipment is pulled.

FEATURES
- Provides positive seal of liner setting tools
- No need to drill out pack-off bushing
- Redressable

DRILLABLE PACK OFF BUSHING (DPOB)
UNIT 110

The TechWest Drillable Pack-off Bushing (DPOB) is a high pressure, high-temperature pack-off used when working with high angle well bores.

The DPOB has chevron type packing that seal tightly around the polished Cementing Seal Joint (Unit 121). The DPOB hold pressure from above and below and is not damaged from rotation during setting and releasing of liners.

DRILLABLE PACK OFF BUSHING W/ FLAPPER VALVE (DPOB/F)
UNIT 126

The TechWest Drillable Pack-off Bushing with Flapper Valve (DPOB/F) is a high pressure, high-temperature pack-off used when working with high angle well bores. The component is like the DPOB except with a flapper acting an extra float that closes when the Cementing Seal Joint is removed,